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ABSTRACT
The current process of analysing building retrofit strategies relies on physics-based, thermal balance models.
However, these models are oblivious to the significance of the input variables for devising the retrofit strategies.
This leads to the process of exhaustive search for obtaining the cost-optimal retrofit strategy. On the contrary,
this work presents a framework for a data-driven, cost-optimal retrofit analysis based on machine learning
(ML) techniques which capitalizes on the importance of the input variables. The framework involves four
steps, which are feature selection, model development, feature significance and cost-optimal retrofit analysis.
The developed framework is applied on a case study involving a single-family residence. The time series
data on building variables at 5-minute interval is gathered using a wireless sensor network (WSN) for February
and March 2019. A two-step feature selection using relevancy and redundancy filters provide the input
variables for developing the prediction model. We test four ML models and find that the recurrent neural
network (RNN) is the most accurate in predicting the target variable, which is, the space heating demand. This
RNN model is used to test the various retrofit options to derive the cost-optimal retrofit solution. Further, we
use SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) values to determine the most significant features. We see that these
significant features can produce the cost-optimal retrofit strategy in an optimized way without undergoing the
exhaustive search process. The best retrofit strategy is found to be the replacement of the oil-based heating
system with a brine-to-water heat pump while retrofitting the cellar ceiling with a U-value of 0.388 W/(m2 *K).
This strategy leads to a primary energy consumption of 61.75 kWh/m2 at a cost of 23.86 CHF/m2 per year.

1. Introduction
Cost-optimal retrofit analysis is an important way to secure longterm decarbonization of the building sector as the building sector
accounts for approximately 40% of the total energy consumption in
developed countries, whereas its share in developing countries is projected to increase manifolds in the coming decades [1]. Retrofitting
existing buildings is vital as buildings have a long life span [2]. To
realize this goal, methodologies for accurately assessing the energy use
in buildings are required. The core of such assessment methodologies
is the development of energy retrofit models of buildings. At present,
methods for energy modelling of buildings can be mainly categorized as
white-box, grey-box and black-box methods [3]. The white-box model
is based on the principles of building-physics and requires abundant
and detailed inputs [4,5]. Due to this, white-box models are found to
be cumbersome and require information which are often difficult to
obtain [6]. Until now, white-box models have popularly been used for
retrofit analysis [7–10]. On the other hand, grey-box models combine
physics-based models with in-situ measurements. A popular example of
such methods are the resistance–capacitance models that use electrical

analogies for thermal modelling of buildings [11–13]. The in-situ measurements are used to calibrate these models with the aim to find the
model parameters and to capture the model uncertainties. However,
their use in retrofit analysis has been seldom. This is because retrofit
models require that the accuracy of the models be maintained by the
changes in input variables that correspond to various retrofit strategies.
In addition, the retrofit models need to be constructed in such a way
that there is enough freedom to test the retrofit strategies.
In contrast, black-box models rely completely on measured data.
The main advantage here is that these do not require any prior knowledge of the heat transfer phenomena in buildings and can directly be
trained with measured data. [14]. It also allows to handle complicated
system dynamics without getting involved in system intricacies. In
addition, these models can be re-trained and updated with new data.
The black-box models are usually based on statistical and machine
learning techniques [4], such as simple linear regression (LR) [15,16],
multiple linear regression (MLR) [4,17–19] and support vector regression (SVR) [4,15,19–22]. Recent years have witnessed their increased
use in the domain of building energy modelling.
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2. Inability of the models to accurately predict future energy demand as retrofit strategies feed new, unmeasured input values
to the model.
3. Challenges in interpretation of the model inputs in regards to
practical implementation for retrofitting.

Nomenclature
CNN
FFNN
GRU
HDD
LP
LSTM
MLP
MLR
RNN
SHAP
SVM
SVR
WSN

Convolutional Neural Network
Feed Forward Neural Network
Gated Recurrent Units
Heating Degree Day
Linear regression
Long Short Term Memory
Multilayer Perceptron
Multiple Linear regression
Recurrent Neural Network
SH apley Additive exPlanations
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Regression
Wireless Sensor Network

In addition, lack of information on investment and operation costs
of the retrofit strategies hampers the quick development and test of
retrofit models. This paper aims to address these gaps by presenting
a holistic framework that integrates machine learning models with
investment and operational costs of retrofit strategies. For this purpose, we utilize raw data from time series measurements of building
variables using a wireless sensor network (WSN). This is followed by
a systematic feature selection and model development steps based on
the latest machine learning techniques. We investigate four different
black-box models that includes support vector regression, feed-forward
neural network, convolutional neural network and recurrent neural
network. To compensate for the main critics for black box models,
that is, the difficulty of model interpretation, we perform a significance
analysis and permutation test on the features [29]. This gives a clear
understanding of building elements that are significant to the model
and are most crucial for retrofitting choices. Finally, we perform a costoptimal analysis to examine the cost-optimality of the various retrofit
strategies.

The most popular way to construct energy models using machine
learning methods uses time series data on measured building variables.
It is also common to use electricity consumption data from smart
metres as the model output for training and prediction, whereas the
input variables usually comprise of weather variables. Some studies
use as many as 12 weather variables [19], time variables (like hour,
weekday, month, etc. [20]) and variables related to the indoor ambient
condition [18]. Since machine learning models are computationally
intensive, either a dimensional-reduction step or a feature selection step
is undertaken for reducing the number of inputs to the models. As for
the selection of the appropriate machine learning model, researchers
use many models in parallel and compare them to find the best fit for
their data set.
In the last few years, deep neural networks (DNN) have also gained
popularity, particularly, the multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN), and recurrent neural network (RNN).
Although these techniques are widely employed in the field of computer
vision and natural language processing, they have also been applied
in the domain of building energy prediction as they usually outperform traditional machine learning methods [23]. These models are
extensions of the existing neural network models and display specific
attributes. For example, DNNs contain a large number of layers, CNNs
are able to extract relevant information from patches of the data matrix
and RNNs are effective when the sequence or the order of the data
is important. Although some studies use deep learning-based models
to predict day-ahead electricity load [24], the use of recurrent neural
network in predicting energy consumption is limited. However, these
could be very effective to capture the intrinsic time dependency in time
series data of energy demand and consumption [25]. The integration
of long short-term memory (LSTM) with RNNs can address the gradients problem during the training stage [26]. Building energy demand
and consumption can be predicted with LSTM-RNN with sequence
architecture [27]. Rahman et al. utilized RNN with an LSTM unit to
predict electricity consumption for both commercial and residential
buildings [5]. Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) is a simplified alternative
for LSTM, which is less computational intensive than LSTM [25].
Generative adversarial nets (GAN) is employed in Chenlu et al. to
mix simulated energy consumption data with real measurements when
training the prediction model [28]. We note that most studies focus
on comparing the accuracy of these models to conventional or other
machine learning models. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no reported research yet that applies these models for cost-optimal
retrofit analysis of buildings. This may be attributed to the following
challenges:

2. Theoretical background
In this section, we look into the machine learning techniques that
have been successful in energy modelling of buildings. Machine learning models are developed by training them on data sets. In modelling
the energy consumption in buildings, training data sets often include
a set of input variables (such as indoor ambient conditions, time of
day, weather information, etc.) and an output variable such as energy
consumption. There are several ways to determine the best set of
inputs or features. The feature selection methods can be mainly divided
into three types. These are the filter, the wrapper and the embedded
method [30]. Filter methods have been used as a feature selection
method for predicting thermal load [31]. This involves simple linear
correlation between input and target variables [32]. Another step to
scrutinize the selected features is to apply an irrelevancy and redundancy filter based on the mutual information among the variables [33].
As mentioned earlier, the aim of this study is to develop a prediction
model that not just simulates the energy behaviour but also help in
retrofit analysis. In parallel, we look into four machine learning models
— FFNN, CNN, RNN and SVM. Once the most accurate model is
determined, we use that for retrofit analysis.
2.1. Feed Forward Neural Networks
Feed Forwards Neural Networks (FFNNs), also often called Deep
Feedforward networks or multilayer perceptron consists of ‘neurons’
or ‘nodes’ and are very successful in solving linear and non-linear
regression problems. The connections between the neurons is known
as ‘weights’ and the weight matrix is solved by backward propagation
techniques [34]. Modelling non-linearity depends on choosing the type
of the activation function of a neuron. The output for a node 𝑗 in layer
𝑚, ℎ𝑚
𝑗 can be computed as in Eq. (1):
(
)
( )
∑
𝑚
𝑚 𝑚−1
ℎ𝑗 = 𝜑
𝑤𝑗𝑖 ℎ𝑖
= 𝜑 𝑣𝑚
(1)
𝑗
𝑖

where 𝜑(.) is an activation function 𝜑 ∶ R → R. The most common
activation functions used in feed forward neural networks include
sigmoid activation, tanh activation, and rectified linear units (ReLu)
activation. The corresponding math formulas are follows (Eqs. (2)–(4))

1. Lack of time series data sets that measure relevant building
variables specifically required for retrofit analysis.

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 ∶ 𝑓 (𝑥) =
2

1
1 + 𝑒−𝑥

(2)
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Fig. 2. Long-short term memory (LSTM) network with an attention layer.

2.3. Recurrent neural networks
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are widely used in time series
data modelling tasks. A RNN captures and remembers the dependency
among consecutive input features. However, these suffer from the
problem of vanishing or exploding gradients. Therefore, RNNs with
long short-term memory (LSTM) units are proposed by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber as a potential solution to the gradient problem [26]. The
most straightforward way to represent a LSTM unit is by the following
mathematical formula (Eq. (6)):
(
)
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 𝑊𝑓 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑓 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓
(
)
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 𝑊𝑖 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖
(
)
(6)
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 𝑊𝑜 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑜 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑜
(
)
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ◦𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ◦𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝑊𝑐 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑐 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑐
( )
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ◦𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝑐𝑡

Fig. 1. A simple convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture.

𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ ∶ 𝑓 (𝑥) =

𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒𝑥
𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒𝑥

𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑢 ∶ 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑜, 𝑥)

(3)

(4)

The weights 𝑤𝑚
𝑗𝑖 in each layer 𝑚 can be learned by back-propagation
techniques. In mathematical terms, if all the weights 𝑤𝑚
𝑗𝑖 in layer 𝑚 are
denoted as 𝑊 𝑚 , the training data {(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), … , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )} ⊂  × R (where
 denotes input feature space e.g  = R𝑑 ) can be used to deduce the
weights (𝑊 = [𝑊 1 , … , 𝑊 𝑚 ]) by minimizing the loss function (Eq. (5)).
𝑙(𝑊 ; 𝑦, 𝑥) = 𝑙(𝑦 − 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑊 ))

where 𝜎𝑔 is a sigmoid function and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product
(matrix element multiplication). The forget gate 𝑓𝑡 decides how much
information to remember or forget in a LSTM unit at each time step.
To capture the time dependency between inputs in a long time
horizon, Loung et al. proposed the ’attention mechanism’ [37]. This has
also been applied in predicting the heating demand of a building [5].
Basically, to predict the heating demand at time 𝑡 we use measurements
from previous time steps, that is, 𝑡 − 4, 𝑡 − 3, 𝑡 − 2, 𝑡 − 1, 𝑡. An attention
layer is added at the top of the LSTM layer to learn weights for each
time step. In this paper, dot product is used to calculate the scores in
the attention mechanism. Therefore, the importance score 𝛽𝑖 for each
time step 𝑖 can be calculated as in Eq. (7):
( [ ])
𝒖⊤ tanh 𝑾 𝒐𝑡
𝛽𝑖 = ∑𝑡
(7)
( [ ])
⊤
𝑖=1 𝒖 tanh 𝑾 𝒐𝑡

(5)

Once the weights are deduced, the model is deemed to be trained
and can be used for predicting output values with new input values.
2.2. Convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are regularized versions of
multilayer perceptrons. It is based on the work of Yann Le Cun [35].
The CNN contains an input and an output layer and many hidden layers
that perform the convolution in a series of steps. The convolutional layers take advantage of the hierarchical pattern in the data and assemble
more complex patterns using smaller and simpler patterns. A simple
CNN architecture can be visualized as in Fig. 1. Here, a 2 × 2 filter along
with ReLu activation function is applied [36]. Pooling or compressing
layers reduce the number of parameters that are needed for learning.
There are 3 main pooling techniques: max pooling, average pooling
and sum pooling. Max pooling is the simplest pooling and is used in
this paper. After pooling, the remaining units are flattened and are fed
into the fully connected neural network layer to perform the prediction.
CNNs are known to reduce the training time due to the reduction of
input features into relevant, high-dimensional features. In our study,
we feed the entire time series data matrix into a CNN for convolution
and prediction.

Then, the weighted sum of the output state from the LSTM Layer
2 will be denoted as encoder for consecutive measurements and used
to predict target variable at time 𝑡 (Fig. 2). The encoder is calculated
using Eq. (8). The encoder is assumed to contain information from
all previous measurements, thereafter, the encoder is used for further
predictions.
𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 =

𝑡
∑
𝑖=1

3

𝛽𝑖 ∗ 𝒐𝑖

(8)
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2.4. Support vector regression
Support vector machines (SVMs) were put forward by Vapnik [38].
The SVM regression problems can be stated with the following example as in [39]. Suppose a input–output training data are {(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), … ,
(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 )} ⊂  × R, where  denotes input feature space e.g  = R𝑑 . The
main goal is to find a function 𝑓 (𝑥) such that ‖𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑦𝑖 ‖ ≤ 𝜖, ∀𝑖. In
linear regression case, SVR optimization problem can be formulated as
(9).
min

∑(
)
1
‖𝑤‖2 + 𝐶
𝜉𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖∗
2
𝑖=1

subject to

𝑦𝑖 − < 𝑤, 𝑥𝑖 > −𝑏 ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖

𝑛

𝑤

(9)

< 𝑤, 𝑥𝑖 > +𝑏 − 𝑦𝑖 ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖∗
𝜉𝑖 , 𝜉𝑖∗ ≥ 0
where < ⋅, ⋅ > means dot product in inner space. The complexity
of the fitting function 𝑓 (𝑥) is controlled by L2-norm of w, i.e. ‖𝑤‖2 .
Slack variables 𝜉, 𝜉 ∗ are introduced to ensure the feasibility of the
optimization problem. Hyper-parameter 𝐶 controls the trade-off between complexity of model and deviation tolerance. To address the
non-linearity in prediction problems, kernels are introduced, which
can be used to map features 𝑥𝑖 to a higher dimension by a map 𝛷 ∶
 →  . With the kernels, SVMs are similar to FFNNs with a nonlinear activation function. In this paper, we use Gaussian kernel with
‖𝑥−𝑥′ ‖2
(
)
−
2𝜎 2
the formula 𝑘 𝑥, 𝑥′ = 𝑒
, with 𝜎 controlling the smoothness of
the kernel.

Fig. 3. General workflow of the proposed retrofit framework. Also shown here is the
conventional process for retrofit analysis. Both these methods use measured data to
different degrees. The proposed method is solely based on measurements while in the
conventional method, measured data (if available) is used to calibrate the models.

3. Proposed framework

3.2.1. Over-fitting issues
A neural network with thousands of neuron units can lead to overfitting problems. One possible solution is to use a dropout method as
proposed by Srivastava et al. [41]. The key idea of the dropout method
is to randomly drop neuron units during the training stage. With this
analysis, each unit is likely to be retained with a fixed probability p.
When a unit is dropped, its incoming and outgoing connections are
removed from the neural network as well. Dropout prevents over-fitting
due to a layer’s high dependence on a few of its inputs. Since these
inputs are randomly ‘dropped’ (removed) during training, the layer
learns to use all of its inputs and improves generalization.
Another regularization method is the batch normalization, as proposed by Yu et al. [42]. It is widely used in deep learning as it
normalizes the mini-batch before feeding them into a neural network. It
accelerates the training speed since a higher learning rate is acceptable
when using batch normalization while eliminating the need for dropout
layer in certain circumstances. We use both dropout method and batch
normalization to regularize FFNN models.

3.1. General structure of the framework
Conventionally, the entire process of developing prediction models
for building energy consumption can be divided into three stages. These
are the input or feature selection, model development and retrofit
analysis. With the focus on retrofit analysis, we propose a four-step
modelling framework consisting of feature selection, model development, feature significance and cost-optimal retrofit analysis (Fig. 3).
The integration of machine learning techniques impacts the first two
stages of the conventional process and also gives rise to another stage,
called ’feature significance’. The final stage on retrofit analysis remains the same in both the conventional and proposed processes.
This final stage uses standard cost-calculation methods to generate the
cost-optimal strategies. In the following subsections, we discuss the
juxtaposition of machine learning in the various stages.
3.2. Feature selection

3.2.2. Splitting training and testing data
Splitting training and testing data is an important step in black-box
modelling. An important assumption in machine learning modelling is
that both the training and testing data are from the same distribution.
Most research papers follow a standard way of splitting the training
and the testing data, where the first part of the time series data is
used for training and the later for testing. In other studies, k-fold
validation method is used, which too does not look into the distribution
of the training and testing data sets. In this paper, we use principle
component analysis (PCA) to find whether to split data randomly or by
the time horizon. PCA is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal
transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated
variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components. The details of the PCA can be found in [43,44].
In this study, we choose the first two principle components and plot
them. If the training and the testing data are closely located in this plot,
it is proper to split the data by the time horizon. Otherwise, it should
be split randomly.

In conventional white-box modelling, the inputs or features to the
models determine the accuracy of the outcomes. As these models are
based on thermal properties of the building materials, the input values
(for example, U-values) are often cumbersome to obtain. This leads
to many assumptions in the model. Whereas, in the realm of machine
learning, the inputs are selected through the process of feature selection. This process sieves through the measured variables to determine
the ones that increase the prediction accuracy and decrease the risk of
over-fitting. In this paper, we perform a two-step feature selection. The
first step involves the use of three metrics that measure the correlation
between a pair of variables. For this, we use Pearson and Spearman
correlation coefficient together with mutual information to cover linear, monotonic and probability dependence. The second step involves
the application of a relevancy and redundancy filter as published by
Amjady et al. [40]. The main goal of this step is to select the most
important features or inputs that should go into the model and avoid
the ones that are redundant. This step also reduces the co-linearity issue
in further model training stage.
4
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Table 1
Primary energy factors to calculate the primary energy consumption of heating systems
with various energy carriers.

3.3. Significance analysis
In the proposed framework,’significance analysis’ is an added stage
when compared to the conventional retrofit process. This stage will
help in determining the most significant variables that influence the
prediction model. In other words, it will help us to determine those
building features that are most influential in retrofitting. In linear
regression problems, the significance of variables can be simply ranked
by their corresponding coefficients. Whereas, in black-box models,
the coefficients cannot be inferred easily. Therefore, we analyse the
significance of the input features based on the permutation test and
SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) values.
In the permutation test, the measured values are permuted for each
input feature such that the association between this feature and the output variable is disturbed. The prediction error is recalculated and compared with the original prediction error. In this case, the importance
of each input feature is measured by the increment in the prediction
error metrics. The larger the increment, the more significant the input
feature is. The algorithm can be summarized as in Algorithm 1.

Using this method, all costs are converted into constant annual
payments, also called annuities. Investment cost 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑣 can be calculated using initial investment cost times the discount rate, as shown
in Eq. (12).

Algorithm 1: Significance analysis with permutation test

𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑣 = 𝐼 ∗

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

input : Selected input feature set S2 = {𝑿𝒊 , 𝑿𝟐 , … , 𝑿𝒅 }
Data{(x, 𝑦)}𝑛 , where 𝑦 is target variable,
x is observation, 𝑛 is the number of observation
Established model 𝑓 (x)
output: Ranked input features according to their significance
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = {};
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝒍(𝑦, 𝑓 (x)));
/* 𝒍 is any loss function
for (i=1; i≤d; i++) do
̂ 𝑦)}𝑛 = shuffle(𝑿𝒊 ) ;
new Data{(𝒙,
̂ ;
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝒍(𝑦, 𝑓 (𝒙))
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 [𝑖] =

Energy carrier

Primary energy factor [kWh/kWh]

Oil
Wood pellets
District heating(Swiss average)
Electricity(Swiss consumer mix)

1.24
1.20
0.87
3.00

the annuity method, wherein the total cost for retrofitting is composed
of three components: investment cost, operation & maintenance cost
and energy cost, as formulated in Eq. (11).
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐴𝑂& + 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑣 + 𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝑟 ∗ (1 + 𝑟)𝑛
(1 + 𝑟)𝑛 − 1

(11)

(12)

where I is the initial investment cost, r is the interest rate and n is the
lifetime.
Meanwhile, it is assumed that operation and maintenance cost 𝐴𝑜&𝑚
are constant annually. The energy cost 𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 is calculated directly
from heating consumption 𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 times electricity price 𝑃𝑒 (Eq. (13)).
𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝑃𝑒

*/

(13)

where 𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 is defined as in Eq. (14). The price of electricity is
assumed to be 0.21[CHF/kWh] as the average price in Switzerland
between 2010 and 2050 from [48].

|𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖 −𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 |
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

3.4.1. Energy consumption
The energy demand and consumption in this study refers to the
space heating energy. The energy used for domestic hot water, lighting
and appliances are not considered here. After predicting heating demand 𝐷ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 from the prediction models, heating consumption 𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔
can be calculated as (Eq. (14)):

end
Sort 𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 by value;

SHAP is a tool that explains the output of machine learning models and therefore can be used to detect the important variables and
to interpret the prediction models. The SHAP value is calculated by
additive models and more details on it could be found in [45]. In
order to calculate the effect of including or excluding a feature 𝑖, a
model 𝑓𝑆𝑈 𝑖 with feature 𝑖 and a model 𝑓𝑆 without 𝑖 should be trained.
Then the prediction difference from these two models are calculated as
(
)
( )
𝑓𝑆∪{𝑖} 𝑥𝑆∪{𝑖} − 𝑓𝑆 𝑥𝑆 , where (𝑥𝑆 represents input feature values in
set 𝑆. The classical shapley value is defined as a weighted average of
all the possible differences as in Eq. (10):
∑ |𝑆|!(|𝐹 | − |𝑆| − 1)! [
(
)
( )]
𝑓𝑆∪{𝑖} 𝑥𝑆∪{𝑖} − 𝑓𝑆 𝑥𝑆
(10)
𝜙𝑖 =
|𝐹
|!
𝑆⊆𝐹 ∖{𝑖}

𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐷ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∕𝜂ℎ𝑠

(14)

where 𝜂ℎ𝑠 is the efficiency for the different heating systems.
Primary energy consumption can be calculated by heating energy
consumption times the energy factor. The energy factor depends on the
primary heating source used for the heating system. The energy factor
is listed in Table 1 [49]. Primary energy consumption 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 is derived
as in Eq. (15):
𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝐸ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐷ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∕𝜂ℎ𝑠 × 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

(15)

In order to estimate yearly heating consumption, we use the Heating
Degree Days (HDDs) to scale up the predictions. The HDD method
is often applied for large-scale analyses and is legally accepted for
calculating the energy demand in many countries. Once the primary
energy is calculated, it is combined with the total retrofit cost to
determine the cost-optimal retrofit measures.

The computation of classical SHAP value can be reduced by conditional expectation function of the original model [29]. A larger absolute
SHAP value 𝜙𝑖 for feature 𝑖 in a regression model indicates that this
feature is relatively more important.
3.4. Cost-optimal retrofit analysis

4. Application on a case study

Cost-optimality refers to the retrofit strategy that leads to the lowest
global cost taking into account the retrofit-related investment costs and
the running costs until the end of the economic life cycle [46]. Running
costs include operational and maintenance (O&M) costs, energy costs
and replacement costs. Since the global cost represent the present value
of the life cycle costs, the cost-optimal retrofit strategy has the lowest
life cycle costs [47]. Retrofit strategies refer to improving the building
envelope, heating system, and installation of renewable energy sources
and combinations of these measures. The global cost is calculated using

4.1. Building information and data preparation
The case study building is a single-family house located in the
Canton of St. Gallen in Eastern Switzerland. The house had undergone
a spatial expansion that included addition of heated floor area to the
living room with an underfloor heating network. The renovation also
included an improved insulation of the north facade. The house has
5
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a total energy reference area of 144 m2 . The building is located in a
sunny, unobstructed location, contains six rooms, and is occupied by
a family of two adults. It has three storeys with the façade made of
modular bricks and the floors made of concrete. The facade is composed
of 32 cm modular brick with 1.5 cm each of inner and outer plaster. The
estimated U-value of the masonry is 1.07 W/m2 K. The windows have a
wooden-metal frame with double-glazing. The estimated U-value of the
two window systems is 1.6 and 2.4 W/m2 K respectively. It has a flat
roof made of concrete with layers of vapour barrier, mats, bitumen and
gravel. The estimated U-value of the roof is 0.46 W/m2 K. The space
heating system consists of an oil-based boiler and a combination of
radiators and an underfloor heating network (for the expanded living
room). The house has a combination of electric heating and solar power
for domestic hot water heating. The temperature setting of the spaceheating system is same for the weekdays and the weekends. The settings
are not altered by the occupants. The temperature settings are fixed at
21 ◦ C between 9:00 and 20:00 and 15 ◦ C between 20:00 and 9:00. The
space heating network has no thermal storage and branches into the
radiators and the underfloor heating network. The loop for underfloor
heating also contains a mixing valve. The heating system has a power
rating of 24 kW.
In the context of measurements, a total of 37 sensors were installed.
These can be classified into the following six categories.

Fig. 4. Results for the Pearson correlation between the indoor air temperature sensors.

• Indoor air temperature and relative humidity
• Outdoor air temperature
• Supply/return temperature of the heating system and the radiators
• Heat flux through the windows and the walls (also used to calculate the U-values)
• Window opening time
• CO2 concentration
• Energy-related: electricity, oil consumption, flow Metre for hot
water for space heating

Fig. 5. Results for the Pearson correlation between the indoor relative humidity
sensors.

The location of the sensors and their naming codes can be seen
in Table A.5. The wireless sensor network (WSN) used to measure
these variables is based on the arduino platform and its details can
be found in [50]. The measurement campaign took place during the
winter of 2018–19 but the period of analysis for this study is limited
to the months of February and March 2019. The measurements are
recorded every five minutes. The data is pre-processed for timestamp
synchronizing and removal of outliers and then down-sampled into
hourly resolution. The outliers are removed by applying a smoothing
technique with a moving average filter. The span window is taken at
five, which means that each data point is replaced by an average of
itself and two other points on each side of the data point if outlier
detected.
The building in this case study has three floors — the basement, the
first floor and the second floor. The indoor temperature are measured
in multiple places in each floor. To be more specific, the following WSN
nodes measures ambient temperature and humidity:

Fig. 6. Results for the Pearson correlation between the outdoor air temperature sensors.

• Outdoor air temperature: Outdoor_temp_9, Outdoor_temp_30,
Outdoor_temp_36
• Basement air temperature: In_temp_1
• Basement relative humidity: Re_hum1
• First floor air temperature: Indoor_temp_9, In_temp_12,
In_temp_19
• First floor relative humidity: Re_hum12, Re_hum19
• Second floor air temperature: Indoor_temp_30, Indoor_temp_36,
In_temp_20, In_temp_26
• Second floor relative humidity: Re_hum20, Re_hum26

are significantly correlated. Therefore, average air humidity in each
floor is taken as an input variable for the feature selection step. As
for the indoor air temperature, the correlation matrix in Fig. 4 shows
a similar pattern as seen in relative humidity, except that measurements from Indoor_temp_36 has a low correlation coefficient (<0.5)
among other variables in the second floor. Therefore, the value from
the Indoor_temp_36 is excluded when calculating the average indoor
air temperature for the second floor. The three outdoor air temperature measurements are averaged as well because of the significant

We apply the Pearson correlation coefficient to select the representative sensor for each floor. As shown in Fig. 5, the correlation matrix
confirms that the relative humidity measurements in the same floor

correlation among measurements in different locations as shown in
Fig. 6.
6
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Fig. 7. First two PC (principle components) of the measured input features.

4.2. Model development
The four machine learning models have the hourly heating energy
consumption as the output. The inputs to these models is determined
by the two-step feature selection process. We include all measured
variables into the feature selection process without any influence of
domain knowledge. The features are then used as inputs for the models.
Once the prediction model is established, new heating demand can
be predicted using newer input values. The new input features are
generated under different retrofit measures. In this case study, two
main retrofit measures are explored: building envelopes and heating
systems. Building envelopes include cellar ceiling area, facade area
and roof area. The cost and characteristic information for the various retrofit strategies in the context of Switzerland are gathered by
an extensive survey involving building engineers and contractors in
Switzerland [51]. The options for retrofitting building envelopes are
summarized in Table B.6 and different heating systems are listed in
Table B.7.
The new inputs for the heat flux using different retrofit materials on
the envelope are generated as in Eq. (16):
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝐹 𝑙𝑢𝑥 = 𝑈𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 × (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑇 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒)

Fig. 8. Selected features from the results of the Pearson correlation, the Spearman
correlation and the Mutual information analysis.

as these are used to derive the heating energy consumption, which
constitutes the output of the prediction model. Therefore, we analyse
the dependency of the 39 features with the hourly heating consumption using the relevancy and the redundancy filters. Fig. 8 shows the
selected features or inputs by the three different metrics. The inputs
that are selected for modelling are denoted by purple while the ones
that are removed are denoted by white. With mutual information as
the selection metric, more inputs are retained. This shows that some
features are non-linearly related to the heating demand. It is to be
noted that the correlation is a linear distance between the two random
variables whereas mutual information is a distance between the two
probability distributions. Therefore, we can get a high shared mutual
information even when the correlation is zero.
We see that 28 features out of the 39 are found to be relevant using
the relevancy and the redundancy filter. Most of the features related
to the indoor air temperature, relative humidity, heat flux, CO2 concentration and window opening time are retained while some features
related to the supply and the return temperature of the radiators are
lost, including the radiator in the kitchen. Although this is a black-box
approach, we see that the occupancy-related features are retained (CO2 concentration and window opening time). This shows the importance
of measuring occupant-related variables along with building-related
variables. As the next step, we use these selected features as inputs to
the prediction models. It is to be noted that we do not yet rank these
features according to their impact on the hourly energy consumption.
We do that under the section on ’significance analysis’, once the model
development is completed. This step is aimed to selected only related
features and also solve co-linearity problem when construct prediction
models.

(16)

In order to prepare the training and the testing data sets, principle
component analysis (PCA) is used to examine the data distribution.
Fig. 7 shows the first 2 principle components considering all the inputs.
The division of the training and the testing data set is determined using
this distribution. We label data from every two weeks with a different
colour. This figure shows 5 clusters in a 2-D space, indicating the time
variance of measurements. Therefore, it is unreasonable to train the
models with data from earlier weeks and predict heating demand on
later weeks as it violates the assumption that training and testing data
should come from same distribution. In view of this, we randomly split
the data into the training and the testing set.
5. Results from the case study
5.1. Selected features

5.2. Prediction models

A total of 41 features from the 37 sensors were used for the
analysis (some sensors measure more than one feature, for example, air
temperature and humidity, supply and return temperature). It should
be noted that the variables measuring the Flow_metre, Return_temp_6
and Supply_temp_6 are intuitively removed from the feature selection

The four machine learning models together with the three different
metrics for feature selection gives rise to 12 different combinations. The
results of the models are shown in Table 2, among which the recurrent
7
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Table 4
The various heating systems and their efficiencies.
Code

Heating system

Efficiency

HS_0
HS_1
HS_2
HS_3
HS_4
HS_5

Oil boiler
Brine-to-water heat pump
Outdoor air-to-water heat pump
Indoor air-to-water heat pump
District heating
Pellet boiler

0.85
3.4
2.8
2.8
0.97
0.75

5.3. Significance analysis
The permutation test and the SHAP values can measure the significance of the input features in the prediction model. In other words, they
can identify the input features that are most critical in determining the
output from the model. This information will be combined with the
cost-optimal analysis to deduce the best retrofit strategy. The results
of the permutation test on the LSTM-RNN prediction model shows that
the oil consumption has the highest significance on the hourly heating
energy consumption. Although the oil consumption is directly related to
the heating energy consumption, we have included it as an input to see
whether the results of the machine learning model are explainable. The
high significance using the permutation test shows that the models are
indeed explainable. Following oil consumption, 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡_𝑓 𝑙𝑢𝑥_34 has the
next highest influence. This sensor measures the heat flux from the eastfacing wall. The next significant feature is the indoor air temperature
in the first floor. The entire list with the ranking is seen in Fig. 12.
However, with the permutation test, it is only possible to observe
the overall effect of each input feature on the heating energy consumption. However, the influence of the input features at each time step
cannot be determined. This is the main drawback when compared with
the SHAP values. With SHAP, it is possible to visualize the impact of
the features on the heating energy consumption in every time step
while studying the positive and negative relationship among input
features and the heating demand. For example, Fig. 13 shows SHAP
values for each input feature at time step 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 4. The variables
are ranked in descending order in the 𝑦-axis. The horizontal location
shows whether the influence of that feature is associated with a higher
or lower prediction. The colour shows whether that feature is high (red)
or low (blue) for that observation.
Comparing the SHAP values in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) (notice the different scale of the 𝑥-axis in the two figures), the values at previous time
stamp (𝑡 − 4) are less important than the current time stamp (𝑡). This
is consistent with the results of the attention mechanism that values
at the current timestamp are of the highest significance in determining
the heating consumption in the LSTM-RNN model. The top five input
features as sorted by their SHAP values at time 𝑡 are Supply_temp_16, Oil
consumption, Heat_flux_22, Supply_temp_32, Heat_temp_34. It is almost the
same as the significance analysis from the permutation test, except that
Supply_temp_32 is replaced with Indoor_temp_1. The relationship between
the heating energy consumption with Heat_flux_22 and Heat_flux_34
becomes more significant. These are the heat flux through the ceiling
of the basement and the heat flux through the east wall of the bedroom
in the second floor. We see that the Heat_flux_11 and Heat_flux_13
which are the heat flux through the north facade are not found to
be significant in influencing the heating demand. This is because this
facade was renovated with a better insulation material.

Fig. 9. Results of the attention mechanism for evaluating the RNN prediction model.
Five time steps are tested to see the importance of historical data on predicting the
heating demand.

Table 2
Results for the testing data set for predicting the heating demand.
MAPE (%)

Pearson

Spearman

Mutual Info.

SVR
FFNN
CNN
RNN

24.25
25.49
23.99
22.35

27.30
19.91
23.21
20.50

28.23
20.07
21.50
18.76

Table 3
The cost of maintaining the current building envelop.
Step

Maintenance measure

Envelope unit

Investment costs
[CHF/m2 ]

1

Washing and repainting the
facade
Grinding, puttying and
painting the underside of the
roof
Scaffolding
Repainting of the windows

Facade area

26.5

Facade area

8.6

Facade area
Window area

37.7
82.7

2

3
4

neural network with mutual information has the best prediction results.
The prediction error, MAPE (mean absolute prediction error) for the
testing data set for the rest of the models is above 20%. Fig. 10 shows
the results of the measured heating demand versus the predicted heating demand for the best of the four models of each type. We see that the
LSTM-RNN model with the attention mechanism has the best prediction
accuracy. Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show that the SVR and the FFNN
models have better prediction only when the heating demand is low.
Fig. 10(c) shows that the prediction from the CNN model is not sensitive
to input features as some predicted points are scattered horizontally.
As there is an attention layer on top of our LSTM-RNN model, Fig. 9
shows the contribution of the measurements to the encoder of the LSTM
from timestamps ranging from 𝑡 − 4 to 𝑡. Clearly, the measurements at
the current time stamp (𝑡) has the largest contribution even though the
measurement at 𝑡 − 4 has some influence on the heating demand. It
also explains why the FFNN model’s prediction, which is only based on
measurements from the current time stamp, is also acceptable. Overall,
the LSTM-RNN model has a good prediction performance except for
some instances when the heating demand is extremely high (Fig. 11).
Since the LSTM-RNN model is seen to be most accurate in terms of
MAPE of the model, we use it for retrofit analysis.

5.4. Cost-optimal retrofit results
We use the previous results on the selected features, prediction
models and significance analysis to perform the cost-optimal retrofit
analysis. We tie this to three main retrofit categories. These are (a)
replacing the heating system, (b) replacing the building envelope and
(c) their combinations. We define a reference case ‘RC’ which represents
8
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Fig. 10. Results of the measured heating energy consumption versus the predicted heating demand.

Fig. 11. Time series line plots comparing the results of the four prediction models with the measured heating energy consumption.

maintaining the current building envelope and the heating system. This
will help in comparing the benefits of the various retrofit measures.
Maintaining the current building envelope involves four steps and their
corresponding costs are tabulated in Table 3. In order to calculate the
global costs based on the annuity method, the interest rate is fixed at
𝑟 = 3% and the lifetime of the retrofit measures is fixed at 𝑛 = 25 years.

retrofitting cost for the various heating systems are shown in Fig. 14(a).
This is based on the current heating demand as measured by the WSN
and scaled for the yearly demand using the HDD method. We see that
HS_1, which represents a brine-to-water heat pump, has the lowest cost
in a 25-year lifetime. It also consumes the least primary energy when
compared to the other systems. Clearly, it is cost-optimal if we replace
the current heating system, with yearly costs calculated to be at 26.12
CHF/m2 and the yearly primary energy consumption at 61.89 kWh/m2 .
However, this analysis is based on replacing the heating system alone.
The impact of retrofitting the building envelope is not considered here.
An improved envelope will reduce the heating demand which in turn
will affect the design of the heating system. We consider these aspects
in the next two sections.

5.4.1. Retrofitting the heating system
The various options for the heating system are shown in Table 4
along with their corresponding efficiencies. More details on their investment and other costs can be found in the appendix (Table B.7).
The results of the primary energy consumption and the corresponding
9
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Fig. 12. Permutation test results for the RNN model (MAE is the ‘Mean Absolute Error’).

Heat_flux_33 is identified as the least important input feature and therefore, we replace it with cheaper materials. A simple greedy algorithm is
performed here. First, we rank all the heat flux input features according
to their significance:

5.4.2. Building envelope
To analyse the retrofit on the building envelope, we consider three
different categories or types: the facade, the cellar ceiling and the roof.
The details for the new retrofit materials for these types can be found
in the appendix (Table B.6). There are 5 options of insulation materials
for the roof, 15 for the facade and 2 for the cellar ceiling. We can
either retrofit one type or combine several types. Changing just one
type of results in 22 combinations, while changing any two or three
types results in 75 and 150 combinations respectively. Therefore, a total
of 247 combinations of retrofitting strategies on the building envelope
are tested.
The heating demand calculation is done using the LSTM-RNN model
in which the new heat flux inputs corresponding to the new U-values
are used. The heat flux is calculated by multiplying the new U-value
with the difference in the indoor and the outdoor temperature. Fig. 15
shows the results of retrofitting one category of the building envelope,
either the facade, the cellar ceiling or the roof. Comparing Figs. 15(a)
and 15(b), we see that it is more energy-efficient to retrofit walls
(shown as light-blue horizontal bars) to decrease the heating demand.
However, the total cost when retrofitting walls is higher when compared with other options due to their highest surface area. It is interesting to see that the machine learning-based prediction model is
reasonable in predicting the total heating demand with changes in
the facade materials, although no information on the surface areas is
provided. This is advantageous when compared to prediction models
where information on the surface areas is required.
Further, we combine the different categories to find the cost-optimal
retrofitting solution where the retrofitting cost is financially acceptable
while producing a lower energy demand. The result for this is shown
in the scatter plot in Fig. 16. The optimal retrofit measure is BE_3d as
seen from Fig. 16. BE_3d corresponds to an insulation material on all
the walls and has a U-value of 0.194 W/(m2 *K) and an investment cost
of 274 CHF/m2 .
We further incorporate the results from the significance analysis
and the permutation test into the cost-optimal retrofit analysis on
the building envelope. We do this by applying different materials to
the building envelope categories according to their significance on
the heating demand. For example, as Heat_flux_22 has a higher SHAP
value, it should be retrofitted with well-insulated materials. In contrast,

• significance ≥ 5%: Heat_flux_22, Heat_flux_34, Heat_flux_35,
Heat_flux_10
• significance <
5%: Heat_flux_2, Heat_flux_11, Heat_flux_13,
Heat_flux_33, Heat_flux_29
The description of the most significant features are as follows. The
Heat_flux_22 is the heat flux measured at the ceiling of the basement;
Heat_flux_34 and Heat_flux_35 are the heat flux sensors at the east and
the south wall respectively; Heat_flux_10 measures the heat flux through
the west wall in the living area. The least significant features are: the
Heat_flux_2, which is the heat flux through the basement floor; the
Heat_flux_11 and Heat_flux_13, which are the heat flux through the north
wall and window; Heat_flux_33, which is the heat flux through the roof
and Heat_flux_29, which is the heat flux through the west wall.
Following this, we replace the features related to the building
envelopes with significance larger than 5% with the best insulation
materials whereas we apply cheapest materials to walls with significance smaller than 5%. This retrofit scenario is denoted as ‘‘Different
U-value’’. The result from this scenario is shown as the black hexagon
in Fig. 16. We see that it is possible to have a sub-optimal retrofitting
solution in this case, where the heating demand is lower than most
of the other scenarios. It is interesting to note that there is a significant reduction in the cost if only the facade elements that are most
significant to heating demand are renovated with the best insulation
materials. However, the common practise is to replace all the facades
with the same insulation material, thereby, increasing the cost of
the installations. It should be noted that for this building, the north
facade is already well insulated and therefore, any treatment to it only
increases the costs, without any decrease in the heating demand.
5.4.3. Replacing building envelopes and the heating system
In the last step, we combine the retrofit measures on the building
envelope with the different heating systems. The output from the
prediction model using various retrofit measures on the building envelope is used to predict the heating demand. This heating demand is
10
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Fig. 13. SHAP values for each input feature at time step 𝑡 − 4 (fig. a) and 𝑡 (fig. b). The variables are ranked in descending order in the y-axis. The horizontal location shows
whether the influence of that feature is associated with a higher or lower prediction. The colour shows whether that feature value is high (red) or low (blue) for that observation.

used to size the heating system. A heating system can be down-sized
with reduced heating demand, thereby reducing the investment costs.
For the dimensioning of the geothermal probe, a specific abstraction
capacity P𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒,𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 of 35 W/m is used, which corresponds to the average
value used in Switzerland [52]. The required probe length L𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 [m] is
then calculated according to the Swiss SIA 384/6:2010 standard [53]
as in Eq. (17):
𝛷ℎ,max −
𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 =

𝛷ℎ,max
𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑁

𝑃probe,spec

where 𝑆𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑁 represents the seasonal coefficient of performance
(SCOP) at the operating point according to the European EN
14825:2018 standard [54]. Consequently, the geothermal probe is
shorter when combined with retrofit measures on the building envelope. The energy consumption is calculated for the month of March
and then scaled into annual calculations using the HDD method.
The results of the corresponding cost and primary energy consumption is shown in Fig. 17. Six different clusters can be observed in
Fig. 17(a), each corresponding to a specific heating system. According
to the cost-optimal definition, the best retrofit decision is to replace

(17)
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Table A.5
Sensor name, measured feature with units and the location of the sensors which are
distributed in three levels of the single-family house.
Sensor name

Measured feature and (units)

Sensor location

Electricity
Oil
Flow_metre

B, corridor
B, boiler room
B, boiler room

Heat_flux_2
Heat_flux_10

Electricity (kWh)
Oil consumption (l)
Flow rate of hot water supply
for space heating (l/m)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)

Heat_flux_11

Heat flux (W/m2 K)

Heat_flux_13
Heat_flux_18
Heat_flux_22
Heat_flux_28
Heat_flux_29
Heat_flux_33
Heat_flux_34
Heat_flux_35
Indoor_temp_0
Indoor_temp_1
Indoor_temp_2
Re_hum_0
Re_hum_1
Re_hum_2
Outdoor_temp
CO2_15
CO2_23
CO2_31
Return_temp_6

Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Heat flux (W/m2 K)
Indoor air temperature (◦ C)
Indoor air temperature (◦ C)
Indoor air temperature (◦ C)
Relative humidity (%)
Relative humidity (%)
Relative humidity (%)
Outdoor air temperature (◦ C)
CO2 (ppm)
CO2 (ppm)
CO2 (ppm)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Return temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Supply temperature of hot
water for space heating (◦ C)
Window opening instance
(count)
Window opening instance
(count)
Window opening instance
(count)
Window opening instance
(count)
Window opening instance
(count)

Supply_temp_6
Return_temp_7
Supply_temp_7
Return_temp_8
Supply_temp_8
Supply_temp_16
Return_temp_16
Fig. 14. The total cost (investment + operation & maintenance) and the primary energy
consumption for the various heating systems as shown in fig. (a) and (b) respectively.

Return_temp_21
Supply_temp_21
Return_temp_32

the oil boiler heating system with a brine-to-water heat pump while
retrofitting the cellar ceiling with BE_5a material. This corresponds to
a cellar ceiling insulation with a U-value of 0.388 W/(m2 *K). Although
the investment costs are much higher for a geothermal heat pump, the
long-life components (i.e., the geothermal probe) and the low running
costs (i.e., energy and O&M costs) lead to lower global cost. This
strategy leads to a primary energy consumption of 61.75 kWh/m2 at a
cost of 23.86 CHF/m2 per year. It is interesting to note that retrofitting
other envelopes are not cost-optimal in this case.

Supply_temp_32
win_14
win_17
win_25
win_27
win_37

6. Conclusions

B, floor
1F, living area, west glass
wall
1F, living area, north
window
1F, entrance, north wall
1F, kitchen, window
1B, ceiling
2F, bedroom 2, window
2F, bedroom 2, west wall
2F, bedroom 3, roof
2F, bedroom 3, east wall
2F, bedroom 2, south wall
B
1F
2F
B
1F
2F
Outdoor
1F, living area
2F, corridor
2F, bedroom 2
B, boiler room, space
heating, after heater
B, boiler room, space
heating, after heater
B, boiler room, space
heating, floor heating
B, boiler room, space
heating, floor heating
B, laundry, domestic hot
water
B, laundry, domestic hot
water
1F, kitchen
1F, kitchen
1B, boiler room, space
heating, radiators
1B, boiler room, space
heating, radiators
2F, bedroom 2
2F, bedroom 2
1F, living area, west glass
door
1F, kitchen
2F, bedroom 1
2F, bedroom 2
2F, bedroom 3

* B: Basement, 1F: 1st floor, 2F: 2nd floor.

This paper presents a cost-optimal retrofit analysis framework based
on machine learning models on measured data. For the case study
discussed herein, the MAPE of the SVR, the FFNN, the CNN and the
RNN model is 28.23%, 20.7%, 21.5% and 18.75% respectively. To
further improve the prediction errors, either the input features or the
models should be improved. Improving the quality and quantity of
input features is a challenge as it requires more measurements. For
instance, human behaviours that influence heating demand prediction
takes numerous efforts to measure and model. The RNN model explored in this case study also has room for improvement by use of
its other variants like many-to-many or sequence-to-sequence model.

However, the results of this paper are satisfactory when compared to
the high randomness in building variables and the space heating energy
consumption. The data is divided into training and testing sets using
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on the input features. Although
most published research split the time series data chronologically, PCA
shows us that in the current case, the chronological data is dispersed
in different feature spaces. Therefore, it is not appropriate to divide the
data chronologically in a multi-dimensional data set without looking at
its distribution. We also see that it is easy to combine the conventional
12
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Fig. 15. Costs and heating demand for the different categories of the building envelope as shown in fig. (a) and (b) respectively. The colours indicate the type for the retrofit
measure: Dark green is for the roof; Blue is for the walls and windows; Light green is for the ceiling.

global cost calculations with the machine learning prediction model to
find the cost-optimal retrofit solution. The feature significance allows
to calculate a sub-optimal solution that applies retrofit measures on the
envelope based on the significance of the features.

search method as done in the conventional approach for retrofit analysis. The conventional process is usually based on a monthly heat
balance calculation model. The model uses an assumed indoor air
temperature and the heating degree days (HDD) as the basis of obtaining the temperature difference between the indoor and the outdoor
environment. The U-values of the building envelope are also assumed

This study shows that it is promising to base the retrofit analysis solely on feature significance, thereby eliminating the exhaustive
13
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Table B.6
Retrofit matrix providing the investment cost and U-values for the various envelop
elements. The information shown here is a result of a survey involving building
professionals in Switzerland [51].

Fig. 16. Results for a cost-optimal retrofit solution for different combinations of the
measures on the building envelope.

Code

Type

Investment costs
[CHF/m2 ]

U-value [W/(m2 *K)]

BE_1a
BE_1b
BE_1c
BE_1d
BE_2
BE_3a
BE_3b
BE_3c
BE_3d
BE_3e
BE_3f
BE_3g
BE_3h
BE_3i
BE_4a
BE_4b
BE_4c
BE_4d
BE_4e
BE_4f
BE_5a
BE_5b

Roof area
Roof area
Roof area
Roof area
Roof area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Facade area
Cellar ceiling area
Cellar ceiling area

70
79
84
95
407
320
342
363
274
286
317
351
391
466
353
384
415
384
415
446
80
112

0.257
0.180
0.214
0.150
0.044
0.213
0.170
0.131
0.194
0.155
0.119
0.144
0.115
0.088
0.194
0.155
0.119
0.213
0.170
0.131
0.388
0.194

Table B.7
The various cost values for the heating systems used for the cost-optimal retrofit
analysis. The information shown here is a result of a survey involving building
professionals in Switzerland [51].
Code

HS_0
HS_1
HS_2
HS_3
HS_4
HS_5

Heating system

Oil boiler
Brine-to-water heat
pump
Outdoor air-to-water
heat pump
Indoor air-to-water
heat pump
District heating
Pellet boiler

Investment cost

Operation & Maintenance cost

CHF

CHF/kW

CHF/year

CHF/(year*kW)

16 310
28 500

133
2122

650
330

0
0

35 360

648

330

0

44 560

716

330

0

36 920
74 380

128
97

310
45

72.2
0

based on the product catalogues. There is very little or no room for
occupancy-related corrections. Additionally, the annual energy bills are
often used to calibrate the model. In contrast to this, the presented
framework is based on measured data at 5-minute interval. This improves the accuracy of the models as the data captures all the variations
in several building parameters at this high-resolution. The machine
learning models help in determining the best set of variables or features
with high computational efficiency. The selected features can be used
for the cost-optimal retrofit analysis. This method can readily identify
the best features, whereas, with the exhaustive search method, it is
computationally very intensive to test all the retrofit measures if the
list of retrofit measures is more than 20. It is to be noted that the
features discussed herein are all measured, time series variables and not
static variables like building floor area, building age, etc. As seen, the
high-resolution measured data improves the modelling accuracy and
the predictions are very close to the measurements.
7. Limitation and further development
Compared to the conventional retrofit processes where no or limited
data is utilized, the data source for the proposed process and case study
is entirely based on an extensive sensor measurement campaign. As
a limitation, the proposed approach is unable to provide information
on designing the measurement setup with respect to the best set of
variables that needs to be measured to support a cost-optimal retrofit

Fig. 17. The results for the cost-optimal retrofit analysis with facade retrofit combined
with sizing and replacement of the heating system. The ‘x’s are the cost-optimal
solutions. Fig. (b) shows the zoomed in version of the box A in fig. (a).
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assessment. Additionally, this data-driven method is dependent on the
quality and the extent of the measurements. If the measurement process
is efficient, cost-effective and robust, the proposed retrofit method can
be very easily implemented and adopted for a wider implementation.
Therefore, a number of measurements are inevitable to ensure the
further modelling accuracy and for scaling up the process. This study
is to be seen as a first prototype in this direction. Once this approach is
applied to many buildings, it will be possible to obtain knowledge on
the key building variables that influence retrofit decisions in buildings.
This in turn will help in lean and effective measurements on a large
scale that will feed data-driven models for quick and accurate retrofit
assessments. In this sense, the proposed framework is the first stepping
stone towards this goal. The proposed framework can also be extended
to calculate embodied and operational emissions for the various retrofit
measures while providing room to update the cost of the retrofit
measures as well the energy efficiency factors of the heating systems.
Another challenge of this approach is the generation of future time
series input variables that are used for retrofit analysis. As the case
study presented herein aims at reducing the space heating energy
consumption, the newer inputs, mainly heat flux from the envelope is
generated solely based on the thermal conduction formula. However,
more complex heat transfer models including heat radiation can also
be considered to generate new inputs. Other aspects, such as the
energy consumption for domestic hot water heating, cooling energy and
energy for lighting and appliances are not considered in this analysis.
Nonetheless, these can be easily aggregated as a modified prediction
target and the best set of variables influencing these can be identified
using the proposed method.
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